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Economy

denmark, Finland, Norway and sweden are generally perceived as safe economies. all four countries 
have aaa ratings from the leading major credit rating agencies: standard & Poor’s, Fitch and 
Moody’s. still the economies are and have been affected by the global economic downturn and the 
uncertainty due to the european debt crisis.

in 2009 all four countries experienced negative economic growth, most significantly in Finland, 
while in 2010 growth in all four countries returned to a positive level. the growth rate for Finland 
and sweden was 2.7 and 3.9 percent in 2011 respectively, which is relatively high compared to the 
growth of 0.8 for denmark and and 1.4 for Norway respectively. according to eurostat, the growth 
rates for all four countries in 2012 are expected to be moderate, between 0.3 and 1.7, with sweden 
in the lower end and Norway in the higher. the forecast for 2013 estimates growth rates between 
1.4 and 2.1 for all four countries.

in all four countries exports fell during the crisis in 2008-2009. since then, however, exports have 
increased. exports in Finland are yet to reach precrisis levels and according to the forecast, the 
exports will remain lower than the levels throughout 2012 and 2013. the export in 2011 in denmark, 
Norway and sweden have exceeded the 2008 levels and is estimated to further increase in the 
subsequent years.

the labour market is influenced by the economic situation. in denmark especially, the unemployment 
has increased heavily since 2008, however, it did increase from a very low level. according to 
eurostat, the unemployment level in 2011 in denmark, Finland and sweden was approximately at 
7.5 percent, and the lowest unemployment was in Norway (3.3 percent).

according to eurostat, the scandinavian countries are among the eU-countries with the smallest 
budget deficit (ratio to GdP). the deficit number for denmark in 2011 was 1.8 percent and for 
Finland 0.5 percent. sweden had a small surplus of 0.3 percent, while Norway was in a league of 
their own with a surplus of 13.6 percent. the average deficit in the european Union was 4.5 percent.

looking at the ratio of government debt to the GdP the Nordic countries are also in the better end. 
the average debt ratio in the european Union in 2011 was 82.5 percent of GdP while the numbers 
for denmark, Finland and sweden were 46.5, 48.6 and 38.4 percent respectively. Norway has the 
lowest debt ratio among the Nordic countries with 29.7 percent.

while the danish Krone is pegged to the euro both the swedish and the Norwegian Krona are 
floating and both were weakened during the crisis in 2008-2009. Both currencies are back on 
precrisis levels and are increasing. Finland has used the euro since 2002.

thE propErty marKEt

the Nordic countries are – in the turmoil of the european debt crisis – still perceived as “safe 
haven” for property investors. the Nordic property markets might appear as one market for foreign 
investors, however there are differences.

in general, the number of transactions in the Nordic countries has increased during the first half 
of 2012 compared to the same period last year. in sweden there have been some very large 
transactions, and the total amount of transactions has risen substantially. also in Norway the number 
of transactions has increased but to a smaller extent. in Finland and denmark the transaction market 
is at the same level as last year.



Source Eurostat. 
2012 numbers accurate as of January 24th.
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the number of cross border transactions has increased quite a lot during 2011 and 2012 in both 
denmark and sweden. in sweden there are, however, also a number of large local property 
companies behind a substantial part of the transactions. Norway and Finland are still dominated 
by local investors – Norway mainly due to the abundance of liquidity from the oil. sweden is still 
by far the most transparent market – which is a main reason for the high interest among foreign 
investors.

in all four countries investors are met with challenges when it comes to financing. Particularly in 
sweden the margins have risen substantially, implying extra costs for investors. the same tendency 
is seen in the other Nordic countries but to a lesser extent, and often more differentiated between 
different banks. the access to finance seems to be most limited in denmark, where a lot of the 
small and medium-sized banks are stopped by a rule of max 25 percentage of exposure to the 
property sector. on the other hand denmark has the special mortgage system which gives access 
to quite cheap finance, implying a historically high yield gap – as long as one have access to finance. 
access to mortgage funding requires an investor with a very sound financial position. 

it is a general trend that the yield spread has increased between primary and secondary locations. 
this is the case for all segments: office, retail and industrial and logistics. this is mainly due to 
the fact that the yield for primary locations has decreased. as shown in the graphs, yields in the 
capitals have decreased most clearly for offices but it is also the trend for retail. the yield for 
logistics is quite stable – logistics is not as popular among investors right now as the other segments, 
partly because the products available does not fulfill the requirements from the investors, for 
example concerning lease length.



deNMarK

capital copenhagen

Population (2011) 5.6 mil.

Number of employees (2012, Q1) 2.4 mil.

Denmark
Economy
the danish economy continues to drive in low gear. according to statistics denmark the growth 
in the first quarter of 2012 was at 0,4 percent, while it was negative in second quarter (-0,5 percent). 
the total growth in the danish economy in 2012 is expected to be at approximately 1 percent. 
denmark therefore still awaits a high economic growth in order to compensate for the decline in 
2008 and 2009. 

the growth is among other things kept down by the economic insecurity in the export markets. 
the european debt crisis has an enormous impact on the demand for the products from the other 
countries in the eU. luckily denmark is experiencing an increase in export to other countries with 
higher growth. this may be a result of the fact that the value of the euro, and thereby the danish 
krone, has decreased which has caused lower prices on the products on the export markets. 

the private consumption has experienced a light increase. the consumer confidence was in July 2012 
recorded to 0, 1 – a small increase from a fairly vague negative level. the consumption is naturally affected 
by the situation on the housing market where the worst price cuts seems to be over but insecurity still prevails. 

the public spending increased a bit in the first quarter of 2012 and part of the government’s 
economic kick start entails for the public spending to increase in 2012. 

the unemployment rate is quite stable – the gross unemployment is approximately 164.000 people 
corresponding to app. 7 percent.

invEStmEnt
several larger transactions were conducted in the end of the 2nd quarter of 2012. the buyers were 
both institutional investors and large danish and foreign real estate companies. 

Generally, the demand continues to be centered at the residential segment. this especially goes 
for the large cities where the investors are interested in both existing properties as well as housing 
projects. the investors are focused on the centralization of the danish population which means 
that the population in the big cities is growing while the population figures in the peripheral regions 
are under pressure.

despite an overall strained retail market there is a good demand for investment properties for retail 
businesses on primary locations. 

For office properties, there continues to be a rather sharp divide between primary located properties 
and secondary located properties. in copenhagen there is a good demand for office properties in 
the centre and at other good locations including Ørestad, Broerne, valby et cetera. However the 
demand, is drastically decreasing for example south and west of copenhagen. this is among other 
things caused by a rather weak rental market on secondary locations where it is difficult to let out 
even nice preemies at a fairly low price. 

the pattern is more or less the same for industrial- and logistics properties however the primary 
locations are of course different. the financial sources are rather skeptical towards industrial 
properties at secondary locations – also due to the limited renting opportunities. 

officE
the vacancy for office premises has been increasing. Now 9.5 percent of all office premises 
nationwide are recorded empty. this is a new highest level since the beginning of the statistic in 
2003. the vacancy is quite high at secondary locations and low at primary locations.

Source: Eurostat

ExamplES af rEcEnt tranSactionS

>   august 2012: cubic property fund acquires three 
properties on copenhagen’s most famous 
shopping street, strøget, for dKK 430 million.

>   september 2012: Meyer Bergman european 
retail Partners ii acquires a property on a prime 
location in copenhagen. the building has a retail 
area of 5,000 sqm and the price was dKK 250 
million.

>   June 2012: Jeudan acquires a portfolio of 7 office 
buildings in inner copenhagen. the portfolio has 
a combined area of 13,000 sqm, a yield of 5 % 
and a total price of dKK 349 million.

>   June 2012: PKa and topdanmark acquire the 
building project “Udsigten” for dKK 1 billion. it has 
a combined area of 45,000 sqm and includes 458 
residencies and one commercial lease.

please note that the yield in the transactions mentioned may 
differ from the stated yields in the market barometer since the 
characteristics of the properties may differ from the standard.
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city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

copenhagen 230 5.00 % 12.10 %

aarhus 170 5.75 % 13.70 %

odense 130 6.00 % 7.90 %

aalborg 150 6.00 % 6.60 %

vejle 145 6.00 % 9.20 %

marKEt baromEtEr 
officE

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers and oline-lokalebørs Statistikken

the market for office premises is to a large extent dependent on the employment situation and the 
companies’ expectations for the future, and the employment has been decreasing during the latter 
years. according to statistics denmark the optimism in the service sector has increased a bit at 
the end of the second quarter of 2012, but the indicator is still at a negative level. the indicator 
reflects a combination of the actual turnover, the business situation and the expected turnover in 
the different service professions. the indicator has had a decreasing tendency in the last few years, 
but it has stabilized within the last few months. 

a lot of companies move, but often it is in order to secure cost-effective premises and/or fewer square 
meters. the highest activity seems to be among the smaller companies. in addition, there are luckily some 
professions and companies who experience progress and therefore expand, for example the it business. 

the demand however only reflects one side of the office market. the supply of office premises also has 
an influence on the turnover and the formation of prices. since the real estate market peaked around 
2008 the supply of new office square meters has been limited. Now, however, there seems to be some 
new activity in office construction – for example in aarhus. the advantage of new buildings is that they 
are cheap to run, because there are no wasted square meters so the total area can be limited. Furthermore 
there are often focus on the energy consumption which is why the operational costs can be kept down. 

rEtail
the vacancy for shops is according to the latest numbers from oline-ed statistics now at 6.3 
percent nationwide. that is a new maximum since the start of measuring the vacancy in 2003. it 
continues to be on the secondary locations that the vacancy is to be found while very few premises 
are available at the primary shopping streets. at the good shopping streets the market rent is stable 
while it is under pressure at external locations. this means that new shops have great opportunities 
to find premises at a reasonable rent at a secondary location, and maybe even have the opportunity 
to negotiate good conditions in connection to the takeover. 

it is the strongest retail chains, both danish and foreign, who demands the best locations on primary 
shopping streets. retail chains who sell exclusive brands also have a focus on locations in the areas 
where the residents are economically well-off. 

cessions only appear on the attractive locations if there are favorable conditions which can be taken 
over and if the premises moreover have the right characteristics.

inDUStrial anD logiSticS
the vacancy on industrial- and logistics premises is by the 1st of July 2012 assessed to by 4.2 
percent. that is status quo compared to the latest quarter and also the latest years where the 
vacancy has been around 4 percent. that indicates that the market for industrial and logistic 
premises has found a stable level. 

according to statistics denmark the transport profession has rather negative expectations for both 
the turnover and the occupation in the 3rd quarter of 2012. other indicators (the occupation in the 
industrial sector as well as the total transport work) are neither very positive. 

despite the rather limited demand there are relocations in the sector when firms need more space, 
have too much space or in some other way have changed their premises needs. 

industrial properties in the peripheral regions can be very difficult to sell or lent out. the overall 
regional development with a centralization of the population and working places in and around the 
capital area and the east of Jutland combined with the general relocation of industrial working places 
to countries with lower labour costs, means that there is a surplus of industrial properties in the 
peripheral regions. also in and around the larger cities there is a surplus of this type of properties 
but here it is possible to transform them to be used for other purposes. this happens with both single 
properties and larger areas - for example the ceres area in aarhus and the carlsberg area in 
copenhagen. the buildings can be used for both accommodations and for service professions. 

despite the challenges for the segments the market rent is rather stable although with a little 
decrease. often there are negotiations regarding the conditions for the lease as a rental discount 
is often given or other deals are agreed upon as for example special lay-outs et cetera. 

city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

copenhagen 2,685 4.50 % 4.60 %

aarhus 740 4.75 % 6.60 %

odense 740 5.25 % 4.90 %

aalborg 540 5.50 % 7.80 %

vejle 430 5.25 % 9.40 %

marKEt baromEtEr 
rEtail

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers and oline-lokalebørs Statistikken

city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

copenhagen 65 7.50 % 6.10 %

aarhus 45 7.50 % 5.50 %

odense 40 7.75 % 5.70 %

aalborg 40 7.75 % 2.80 %

vejle 40 7.50 % 3.70 %

marKEt baromEtEr 
inDUStrial

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers and oline-lokalebørs Statistikken

eUr/dKK 7.43

ExchangE ratE, JUly 2012
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NorwaY

capital oslo

Population (2011) 5.0 mil.

Number of employees (2012, Q1) 2.3 mil.

Source: Eurostat

ExamplES af rEcEnt tranSactionS

>   Juli 2012: ragde eiendom acquires a property at 
enebakkveien 307 from Polygon. 5,818 sqm office 
for NoK 70 million and a yield of 7.00%

>   June 2012: dNB acquires a property at 
lørenveien 45-55 from stor-oslo eiendom. 
22,000 sqm office for NoK 230 million and a 
yield of 7.00%.

>   april 2012: oBos acquires a property at 
aslakveien 20-28 from UNioN. 21,600 sqm office 
for NoK 260 million and a yield of 7.10%.

>   april 2012: Møllergruppen eiendom acquires 
Harbitzalleen 3-7 from a-l industrier as. 19,000 
sqm industrial for NoK 400 million.

>   March 2012: KlP acquires akersgata 64-68 from 
Höegh eiendom. 20,500 sqm office for NoK 600 
million and a yield of 5,50%.

please note that the yield in the transactions mentioned may 
differ from the stated yields in the market barometer since the 
characteristics of the properties may differ from the standard.

Norway
Economy
the economy is performing well in Norway. there is ambiguity as to how the debt crisis in europe 
is affecting Norway. statistics Norway forecasts that Norwegian GdP growth will average 2.65  % 
until 2015, and 3.1  % in 2012 alone. these figures are higher than expected growth in oecd and 
markedly higher than projected growth for the euro-zone. However, it is apparent that the problems 
on the continent is creating uncertainty in Norwegian markets and is restraining growth. 
consequentially, growth in Norway is expected to be moderate in the short to medium term. 

very recent indications from Norges Bank are that the base rent will be kept at bay at 1.5 % for the remainder 
of 2012. this ensures that Norges Bank will have some latitude if the crisis in europe intensifies. a current 
concern for the central bank is the low level of the cPi. at its current rate, it is not projected to meet the 
government policy goal of 2.5 % before mid 2015 at earliest. For 2012, cPi is forecasted at 1 %. 

Norway has one of the healthiest labour markets in europe with an unemployment rate of only 3.3 %. 
currently, there is a large influx of foreign workers immigrating to Norway, largely from southern and 
eastern europe, seeking employment. consequently, Norway is experiencing unprecedented demographic 
increase. However, unemployment is forecasted to remain stable and to be 3.2 % in 2015. 

a growing concern for the Norwegian economy is the increased divide in their export markets 
between petroleum exports and “the rest”. Figures from statistics Norway from July tells us that 
exports excluding the petroleum industry performed decreased by 4.9 % compared to July of last 
year. exports excluding oil & gas are now approaching levels from the crisis year of 2009, while 
petroleum exports have increased and in sum, Norwegian exports increased in this time frame.

invEStmEnt
the first quarter saw several large transactions taking place in the Norwegian market. in the second 
quarter however, large, high profile transactions has been few and far between. the lion’s share 
of high profile deals made in Q1, has arguably been ongoing since at least 2011 and was quite 
randomly finished in 2012. Pricing has been relatively flat in the past six months, with office and 
retail property going at high prices, in addition to industrial buildings with long contracts. 

in the wake of the financial crisis, the banks funding is still at high levels. it affects their debts to 
asset ratio and margins for their customers. we regard the margins that sPv companies is required 
to pay is currently at 200-250 base points. 

a worsened marked for external financing affects the volume in the Norwegian market and the 
structure of who is buying. the financial syndicates are less active when access to funding is 
tightened. our experience is that pension-funds and insurance-funds have a stable or increasing 
exposure measured from transaction volume.

a trend that has affected the transaction market in the latter year is the specialization and consolidation 
that is taking place within the retail segment. in the shopping centre segment, NiaM has been an 
active player and increased their exposure in retail with purchases from sektor, in addition to new 
players such as scala Property Group has bought laksevåg and Gullgruven senter in Bergen. an 
upstart company including the likes of Norgesgruppen and Profier has purchased all ica Maxi stores 
with the intent of rebranding these stores with new brands and concepts. 

officE
the trend in the office market is moderate rental growth in most markets. For prime locations you 
are going to find tenants that are willing to pay accordingly. 

currently, oslo is experiencing stagnating growth in cBd, and we identify top rent in this area to 
be NoK 3500,-sqm, and yield levels for prime property is 5.25 %. this may be in part due to an 
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all-time high rate of completions of new office space in oslo in 2012, and high completion rates 
are also expected in 2013.

the ongoing trend of residential conversions is still strong. olav thon Gruppen recently announced 
the conversion of old, unfavourable office space to residential letting property for NoK 120 million in 
the area around Kvadraturen and Karl Johans Gate. the area around Kvadraturen is full of this type 
of office space that is prime candidates for residential conversion. there are also plans to convert 
victoria terrasse, given that the Ministry of Foreign affairs is permitted to move to the proposed site 
at aker Brygge. the primary reason behind all these conversions of office space into residential 
property is the sharp increase in prices and rents in the residential market in the wake of the financial 
crisis. we have yet to experience such an increase in commercial property. a contributing reason for 
the increase in conversions is that the bulk of demand in the residential market is for centrally placed 
units, resulting in conversions of old office property within ring 2 especially attractive.

rEtail
the retail sector in Norway is currently experiencing increasing growth. in the first term in 2012, 
statistics Norway reported a growth in turnover of 7.4 % compared to term 1 in 2011. For the 
calendar year of 2011 as a whole, the retail sector had a growth of 2 % which indicates continuous 
growth in the past year. car sales in 2011 also indicate that the financial crisis seems to be a covered 
chapter. For 2011 we saw in Norway an increase of 35 % in car sales, compared to 2009, and 
turnover is approaching levels seen prior to the financial crisis. 

a clear trend that we see in the market is that the crisis on the european continent compels brands 
to approach new markets. consequentially, we see a surge in new establishments from players that 
previously were not in the Norwegian market. strømmen storsenter is one of the largest shopping 
centres in the country, and after the completion of an additional 30000sqm of retail, there are at least 
three new establishments in this development alone. Mutual for superdry, New Yorker and Boomerang 
is that they are all already established in our neighbouring countries, but are now all coming to Norway.

we expect stable rents in different retail markets in the short term. several landlords are still adapting 
their expectations to better suit the new reality in the wake of the financial crisis, and this are in some 
places contributing to empty premises in areas that are highly priced. in medium to large shopping 
centres, our experience is that demand is strong and that there are very few premises to obtain. the 
most readily let premises is “big box”, which appeals to several investor profiles. rents for a “typical”, 
small, category a premises in Karl Johans Gate or Bogstadveien, will continue to be at around NoK 
15000,-sqm and equivalent premises located on shopping centres cost around 9000,sqm for prime.

logiSticS
there is currently a positive market for industrial property in the oslo region. a major challenge 
for Greater oslo in the foreseeable future is shortage of appropriate sites close to the city centre. 
Furthermore, oslo’s inner city harbour storages are in accelerating process of relocating out of the 
city. considering current capacity dictates that these harbour storages are likely to be divided both 
east and west of Greater oslo, tønsberg and Holmestrand to the west and in Moss to the east.  
this follows the pattern of that we have seen in conventional, road-based logistics, where industrial 
buildings are being replaced by more capital intensive buildings and prices are even more sensitive 
based on distance to the city centre. 

Prognosesenteret forecasted earlier this year that they expected a construction volume for industrial 
buildings of 130000sqm in 2012 and further developments of 140000sqm in 2013, which is an 
estimate that coincides well, if not somewhat high, compared to our own calculations. 

Furthermore, the trend for potential new developments is large, tailored and effective buildings 
continues, and they are largely constructed to accommodate one or few tenants. 

rents for industrial buildings continue to be somewhat stable. our “a” category includes developments 
with very good standard, construction quality and is located in the major logistics-hubs north and 
south of oslo. we find that the prime-rent for these buildings currently lie at NoK 1000,-. with the 
correct accommodations and facilities, you could achieve marginally higher rents for developments 
within the city center.

Yield levels for prime properties with very long contracts are achievable at 6.5 %. outside of the 
prime segment, we find yield levels from 7.25 % and downwards.

city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

oslo 2,055 5.75 % 5 %

marKEt baromEtEr 
rEtail

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers

city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

oslo 480 5.25 % 7.5 %

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers

marKEt baromEtEr 
officE

city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

oslo 140 6.50 % 8 %

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers

marKEt baromEtEr 
inDUStrial

eUr/NoK 7.30

ExchangE ratE, JUly 2012
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Sweden
Economy
the swedish economy continues to grow despite the worrying signs from the eurozone. the positive 
tendency from 2011 has continued during 2012 with a total annual increase of the GdP with 2.3 % 
so far this year and the swedish economy continues to withstand the euro-crisis. the growth is 
expected to decline as the demand from the main markets has weakened during the year and the 
latest forecasts predicts and increase of 1.4-1.6 % in 2012. 

eU has been the main recipient of swedish goods but our neighbors, the Nordic countries, have 
taken over this role since 2011. one reason being the strength of the seK in relation to eUr. However, 
the fastest growing sector of our exports is the service sector, which now represents 30 % of the 
foreign trade. only UK (40 %) and denmark (37 %) show higher numbers.

the current unemployment rate us 7.5 % which is very low compared to european standards and 
about 1 % lower than during the financial crisis in 2009.

the swedish industry is of course worried about the strength of the seK and tries to push the 
riksbank to lower the repo rate in order to weaken the seK. since 2009 the increase of the seK 
compared to the eUr has been almost 20 %. 

invEStmEnt
despite the euro-crisis there has been high activity on the swedish investment market. the total 
transaction volume H1 2012 was seK 50 billion which is slightly more than the corresponding 
period last year. stockholm is the most attractive submarket with about 50 % of the transaction 
volume but there is still high activity on the Gothenburg. in Malmö the transaction volume has 
decreased when comparing the first half of 2012 to the corresponding period last year. the number 
of cross-border deals was 24 % of the total transaction volume for H1.

due to the current economic climate around the globe we continue to see a large focus on core 
properties, which has kept down the yields regardless of segment. institutional investors dominate 
the market as they are not dependent on external financing. However, the focus on core properties 
has increased the gap to the non-core properties. in less attractive locations the properties have 
more trouble achieving external financing.

the institutional investors are most active in stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö which is the main 
reason why the office yields have decreased in these cities since our last report. we estimate the 
prime office yield to 4.75 % in stockholm, 5.0 % in Gothenburg and 5.5 % in Malmö. 

when looking at the logistics market we continue to see poor conditions from lenders in logistic 
products. there is fierce competition for the prime assets matching the investment requirements 
from the investors, keeping the yield around 6.50-6.75 %. at the same time we also see good logistic 
properties being sold at a either too low or too high price since many investors, but also lenders, 
do not fully understand the product and the underlying drivers for the logistic business. the 
investment requirements among investors regarding the characteristics of logistic buildings are in 
some cases too strict, preventing investments in good products.

Financing continues to be a key issue for property deals, and the maximum ltv allowed by the 
banks is roughly 60 % for office, 65 % for retail and 70 % for residential. However, the right client 
with the right property can find ltv´s even above 70 %. 

in the coming year we expect that institutional investors will continue to be active on the market as well 
as swedish property companies and international funds with solid finances. this will put more downwards 
pressure on the core yields in the major cities. For non-core properties there will continue to be difficulties 
with financing and given the development of the euro-crisis the yields will at best remain leveled.

sveriGe

capital stockholm

Population (2011) 9.5 mil.

Number of employees (2012, Q1) 4.0 mil.

Source: Eurostat

ExamplES af rEcEnt tranSactionS

>  august: 26,000 sqm prime logistics was sold in 
central Gothenburg to M&G investments. the price 
was seK 224 million.

>  July 2012: aFa acquires an office building in 
stockholm cBd from Fortin properties. the 
building has a lettable area of 22,000 sqm and the 
price was seK 1.4 billion.

>  June 2012: Platzer acquires a 67,400 sqm office 
portfolio for seK 950 million in Gothenburg.

>  June 2012: Humlegården acquires 6 office 
properties from länsförsäkringar for seK 4 billion. 
Portfolio consists of 145 000 sqm office premises 
in the stockholm area.

>  June 2012: vasakronan acquires a property in 
västra Hamnen in Malmö from skanska. 16,700 
sqm office for seK 652 million and a yield of 
5,50 %.

please note that the yield in the transactions mentioned may 
differ from the stated yields in the market barometer since the 
characteristics of the properties may differ from the standard.
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city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

stockholm 545 4.75 % 6 %

Gothenburg 305 5.00 % 3 %

Malmö 285 5.50 % 5 %

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers

marKEt baromEtEr 
officE

officE
the office market has experienced a promising start of 2012 with very low vacancies in stockholm 
and Gothenburg together with increasing rents in the city cBd’s. low vacancies and a small supply 
of office premises in central areas have begun to shorten the somewhat long lead times previously 
reported. the prime rents have now increased to 4,600 seK per sqm in stockholm and 2,600 seK 
per sqm in Gothenburg. in Malmö the rents have remained leveled. one reason for this is a larger 
supply of office premises in central locations in Malmö. the euro-crisis has not affected the swedish 
rental market so far but as the latest macroeconomic figures start to go down for the swedish 
economy it will test how resilient the swedish rental market really is. our estimation is that the 
rental levels will remain stable but the outcome of the swedish economy is essential to how the 
rental market will develop long term.

the trend of relocating to modern green buildings continues, and in stockholm the small supply of 
green buildings in central areas forces many companies to move to peripheral locations. this will 
be very noticeable in the coming years as 200,000 sqm will become vacant as a few large companies 
will move out from the stockholm cBd, affecting the rental levels in the coming years.

rEtail
the swedish retail market presented positive numbers for the first six months of 2012 and May 
showed the fastest growth in net sales in over a year. the overall trend so far this year amounts 
to an increase of about 2.5 percent. every day commodities sales, which have showed a positive 
trend this year, fell in June, while the capital-intensive durable goods, which had weaker performance 
early in the year, went surprisingly well. the moderate but stable growth is expected to continue 
as confidence for the Nordic economy returns among consumers.

despite rather stable figures in the swedish retail market, there are still concerns about the euro 
crisis and investors increasingly look for secure investment options. as mentioned earlier, investors 
are looking more towards core products in prime locations. thus, we should see slightly rising 
rental levels and falling yields for prime retail properties in large cities. However, in some less 
attractive retail parks rents have fallen by up to 40 % .

inDUStrial anD logiSticS
in 2012 the overall rent level has been stable in stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö. even if there 
have been signs of a slower market and drop in demand, the limited supply has kept the rents on 
a fair level. the majority of tenants demand 2,000-5,000 sqm warehouse units on typical 3-5 year 
leases. as described in earlier reports, the only option for these tenants is B-class secondary space, 
since speculative developments are very rare. However, in 2012 there are actually some examples 
of speculative developments where the largest are in Helsingborg, Borås, and Jönköping. Most of 
the premises were let before the buildings were finished. 

looking at new developments of logistic properties, 2012 is a strong year with 16 new developments 
completed with a total footprint of approximately 350,000 sqm. this is the third strongest year in 
the latest 12 year period. apart from a strong swedish economy, an explanation to the strong take-
up of new developments is cost savings and consolidation. in these times companies are scrutinizing 
costs and the outcome is often consolidation of the warehouse structure with fewer but larger 
distribution centers as a result. the specification of the buildings becomes more and more important 
and especially sufficient clear height and pillar grid is the key to minimize cost per pallet. this can 
only be achieved in modern buildings and therefore the result of the consolidation is most often a 
new development. 

as a location, the Öresund region had most developed sqm during 2012 and is becoming a more 
important region for new developments. Malmö still suffers from lack of available land and therefore 
new developments have been placed in other municipalities in the region.

city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

stockholm 1780 4.75 % 4 %

Gothenburg 835 5.00 % 3 %

Malmö 770 5.75 % 2 %

marKEt baromEtEr 
rEtail

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers

city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

stockholm 75 6.75 % 1 %

Gothenburg 75 6.75 % 1 %

Malmö 65 6.75 % 1 %

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers

marKEt baromEtEr 
inDUStrial

eUr/seK 8.43

ExchangE ratE, JUly 2012
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Finland
Economy
during the years 2010 and 2011, Finland has recovered fairly from the financial crisis experiencing 
GdP growth of ca 3.5 % per annum. However, due to the prolonged economic and financial turmoil 
in europe, Finland’s GdP growth for the year 2012 is expected to decrease to the level of 0.8 %. 
the growth is mainly driven by domestic private consumption. 

after 2012, the economic activity is projected to slightly pick up, and GdP growth is expected to be 
1.5 % in 2013 and 2.1 % in 2014, respectively. the growth will be caused by increase in domestic 
demand, while export to Finland’s main trade partners in europe isn’t expected to pick up. during 
2012, the unemployment rate is expected to increase to the level of 8 % and decrease slightly to 
7.9 % in 2013. inflation forecast for 2012 is 2.7 % and it is currently expected to remain stable at 
around 2 % during 2013 and 2014.

invEStmEnt
investment demand concentrates on prime properties which yield levels have further decreased 
during 2012. Hence, prices of prime properties have increased to prior-the-crisis levels experienced 
in 2007.

the investment activity has slightly increased during the first half of 2012 and consequently, some 
significant portfolio and single property transactions have been recorded. strong demand has 
experienced especially towards retail property portfolios and business park buildings. the biggest 
transactions have been executed by Finnish pension companies, German investors and foreign 
property funds. Financing of property transactions still prevails to be a major problem and the 
primary reason for low transaction activity. the amount of enforced sales due to refinancing 
problems or covenant breaches has, however, remained low.

officE
vacancy rate of office premises has declined to 10.5 % in Helsinki Metropolitan area (HMa), but is 
expected to remain in the current level due to new development. New headquarter premises are 
under construction for big companies such as UPM-Kymmene, KPMG and outotech. also business 
parks are under construction, especially in the leppävaara and aviapolis office areas. end-user 
demand concentrates on modern premises in good locations. Hence, rents in prime locations in 
Helsinki Metropolitan area has remained on their high level and in some occasions even increased 
slightly, while downward pressure exists towards rents in class B properties in secondary locations.

Yield level of 5.25 % has been recorded in Helsinki cBd, constituting a slight decrease from 2011.

rEtail
consumer confidence in Finland weakened rapidly during 2011, but has increased steadily during 
2012. also retail sales have grown steadily during 2012. the forecast for the future, however, is 
seen uncertain. the other big retailer Kesko slowed down its investment volume considerably, while 
the other, s-group, will continue investing in new retail premises as before.

demand for high street retail premises has prevailed strong in 2012. there are many global brands 
entering the market and seeking for prime locations. vacancy rate of retail premises in Helsinki 
area has remained on a low level, being currently just 3 % and vacant high street premises are 
virtually non-existent. there are many ongoing shopping center development projects under planning 
and already under construction in Helsinki area as well as in other cities.

Prime yield for retail premises declined slightly during 2011 and is currently in the level of 5.25 %.

FiNlaNd

capital Helsinki

Population (2011) 5.4 mil.

Number of employees (2012, Q1) 2.1 mil.

Source: Eurostat

ExamplES af rEcEnt tranSactionS

>   Q2/2012: shopping center under construction of 
26,300 sqm in Hämeenlinna bought by Keva for 
ca 100 MeUr.

>   Q1/2012: Portfolio of 68 grocery store properties 
bought by sveafastigheter and capitol asset 
management for ca 100 MeUr.

>   Q2/2012: Portfolio of 37 retail properties of ca 
31,000 sqm was acquired by sN Properties Ky 
fund (amplion’s fund).

>   Q2/2012: Helsinki cBd office property of 8,700 
sqm was acquired by the central church Fund of 
the evangelical lutheran church of Finland for  
37 MeUr.

please note that the yield in the transactions mentioned may 
differ from the stated yields in the market barometer since the 
characteristics of the properties may differ from the standard.
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city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

Helsinki 325 5.25 % 10.50 %

tampere 195 7.00 % 6.50 %

turku 180 7.25 % 7.50 %

oulu 170 7.00 % 6.50 %

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers

marKEt baromEtEr 
officE

inDUStrial anD logiSticS
end-user demand for industrial and logistics 
properties increased in 2011 due to recovering 
economy and has remained active during 2012. 
demand concentrates on smaller logistics space 
units. rent level of prime properties has remained 
stable at 132 e pa. some big logistics property 
users have moved their operations from Helsinki 
metropolitan area to areas outside the HMa, 
which have increased the amount of vacant 
logistics property space in the area. the vacancy 
rate, however, is still low 5.5 %, and constitutes 
mainly of outdated secondary space.

investment demand is strong for well located, 
modern and modifiable properties. Yield level 
for such properties is 7.5 % in Helsinki area.

city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

Helsinki 1,860 5.25 % 3.00 %

tampere 960 6.75 % 3.00 %

turku 960 6.75 % 2.50 %

oulu 1,020 6.75 % 3.00 %

marKEt baromEtEr 
rEtail

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers

city Market 
rent*

Yield vacancy 
rate

Helsinki 135 7.50 % 5.50 %

tampere 85 8.50 % 2.50 %

turku 85 9.00 % 5.00 %

oulu 85 9.00 % 3.50 %

* Euro pr. sqm. pr. year
Source: colliers

marKEt baromEtEr 
inDUStrial

the information contained herein has been obtained 
from sources deemed reliable. while every reasonable 
effort has been made to ensure its accuracy, we cannot 
guarantee it. No responsibility is assumed for any 
inaccuracies. readers are encouraged to consult their 
professional advisors prior to acting on any of the 
material contained in this report. 
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